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5.2.6.3 Requests initiated by the UE 

When the P-CSCF receives an initial request for a dialog or a request for a standalone transaction, and the request 
contains as P-Asserted-Identity header that matches one of the registered public user identities, the P-CSCF shall 
identify the initiator of the request by that public user identity. 

When the P-CSCF receives an initial request for a dialog or a request for a standalone transaction, and the request 
contains as P-Asserted-Identity header that does not match one of the registered public user identities, or does not 
contain a P-Asserted-Identity header, the P-CSCF shall identify the initiator of the request by a default public user 
identity. 

NOTE: The contents of the From header do not form any part of this decision process. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE an initial request for a dialog, and a P-Service-Route header list exists for the 
initiator of the request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any Route header from the request; 

- select the list of Route headers that was created during the registration or reregistration of the respective public 
user identity utilizing the P-Service-Route mechanism; 

- pre-load the list of Route headers to the request; 

- create a Record-Route header containing its own SIP URL; 

- insert a P-Asserted-Identity header with a value representing the initiator of the request; 

- create a new, globally unique value for the icid parameter and insert it into the P-Charging-Vector header; and 

- forward the request based on the topmost Route header. 

When the P-CSCF receives a 1xx or 2xx response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- store the values received in the P-Charging-Function-Addresses header; 

- remove the list of Record-Route headers from the received response; 

- create a new list of stored Route headers, with the newly received list of Record-Route headers. The Contact 
header received in the response shall not be appended to the bottom of the stored list of Route headers; 

- store the dialog ID and associate it with the private user identity and public user identity involved in the session; 
and 

- save the Contact header received in the response in order to release the dialog if needed; and  

- forward the response to the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives any other response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any list of Record-Route headers, even though not allowed, from the received response; and  

- forward the responseit to the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE a refresh request for a dialog, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any Route header from the request; 

- select the list of Route headers that was created during the exchange of the initial request and its associated 
response; 

- pre-load the list of Route headers to the request; 
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- create a Record-Route header containing its own SIP URL; 

- verify if the request relates to a dialog in which the originator of the request is involved. If the request does not 
relates to a dialog in which the originator is involved, then a 403 response shall be sent back to the originator; 
and 

- forward the request based on the topmost Route header. 

When the P-CSCF receives a 1xx or 2xx response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove the list of Record-Route headers from the received response; 

- overwrite any existing list of stored Route headers, or create a new list of stored Route headers, with the newly 
received list of Record-Route headers. The Contact header received in the response shall not be appended to the 
bottom of the stored list of Route headers; and 

- - save the Contact header received in the response in order to release the dialog if needed; and  

- forward the response to the UE.. 

When the P-CSCF receives any other response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any list of Record-Route headers, even though not allowed, from the received response; and  

- forward the responseit to the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE the request for a standalone transaction, and a P-Service-Route header list 
exists for the initiator of the request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any Route header from the request; 

- select the list of Route headers that was created during the registration or reregistration of the respective public 
user identity utilizing the P-Service-Route mechanism; 

- pre-load the list of Route headers to the request; 

- insert a P-Asserted-Identity header with a value representing the initiator of the request; 

- create a new, globally unique value for the icid parameter and insert it into the P-Charging-Vector header; and 

- forward the request based on the topmost Route header. 

When the P-CSCF receives any response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- store the values received in the P-Charging-Function-Addresses header; and 

- remove any list of Record-Route headers, even though not allowed, from the received response and forward it to 
the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE subsequent requests other than a refreshing request that pertains to an existing 
dialog, the P-CSCF shall: 

- select the list of Route headers that was created during the exchange of the initial request and associated 
response for this call; 

- pre-load the list of Route headers to the request; 

- verify if the request relates to a dialog in which the originator of the request is involved. If the request does not 
relate to a dialog in which the originator is involved, then a 403 response shall be sent back to the originator; and 

- forward the request based on the topmost Route header. 

When the P-CSCF receives any response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- verify if the request relates to a dialog in which the originator of the request is involved.. If the request does not 
relates to a dialog in which the originator is involved, then a 403 response shall be sent back to the originator; 
and 
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- remove any list of Record-Route headers, valid or not, from the received response; and  

- forward the responseit to the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE an initial request for a dialog, a refresh request for a dialog, or the request of a 
standalone transaction, and a P-Service-Route header list does not exist for the initiator of the request, the P-CSCF 
shall: 

- send a 403 Forbidden response back to the UE containing a warning header. 

Editor's Note: how to find out whether the user has a valid registration in the P-CSCF is FFS. 

Editor's Note: The correct value for the warning code is yet to be assigned by IANA. 

When the P-CSCF receives from the UE the request for an unknown method, and a P-Service-Route header list exists 
for the initiator of the request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- select the list of Route headers that was created during the registration or reregistration of the respective public 
user identity utilizing the P-Service-Route mechanism; 

- pre-load the list of Route headers to the request,  

- insert an P-Asserted-Identity header with a value representing the initiator of the request; and 

- forward the request based on the topmost Route header. 

When the P-CSCF receives any response to the above request, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove any list of Record-Route headers, even though invalid, from the received response; and  

- forward the responseit to the UE. 

When the P-CSCF receives any request or response from the UE, the P-CSCF shall: 

- remove the <charging-vector> XML element (see subclause 7.6), if present, from the message body of the 
received request or response.  
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